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Welcome! 

- variables 
- expressions & statements
- while loops 

🔥 hot date 🔥 & check-in on course.care

- if-then-else logic
- functions
- control flow, scoping
- environment diagrams

To access the google 
slides version of this slide 
deck, follow this link: 
https://bit.ly/2HFmhCh



PRIMITIVE 

Data Types

We have three basic data types 
for writing and implementing 
our code: 

number

string

boolean



Primitive Data Types - number

Can be integers or decimals. 

Number literal examples: 

101 110 -1000  100000093 

3.14 2.54 2.2 1102.1309



Primitive Data Types - string

A string of characters (textual data) denoted by quotation marks “”

“Banana”

“COMP 110”

“1101”

“COMP “ + 110 => “COMP 110”

If it’s in quotation marks, it’s a string. 



Primitive Data Types - boolean

Can only have one of two values: 

True or False



VARIABLES
Variables allow you to store and access 
values in memory. 

Has a name and holds a value of a specific 
data type.

You can access their name after 
declaration.



DECLARATION AND INITIALIZATION

YOU MUST DECLARE A VARIABLE BEFORE ACCESSING OR ASSIGNING IT A 
VALUE !!   

Declaration: First declaring a variable sets aside space in memory and gives it a 
name. 

Initialization: Assigning a declared variable its first value. 

Variable Name

Variable Type



Declaration and Initialization at once!

Note: Type Inferencing



Assigning Variables New Values

What values would print out?

San!

San!

Note: Accessing Variables



Exercises

Are there any issues with this code? If no, what would print out? 

let name = “COMP”;

name + 110 = name;

print(name);

THE VALUE BEING ASSIGNED MUST BE ON THE RIGHT, AND THE VARIABLE 
THE VALUE IS BEING ASSIGNED TO MUST BE ON THE LEFT. 



Exercises

Are there any issues with this code? If no, what would print out? 

let name = “COMP”;

name + 110 = name;

print(name);

let name = “COMP”;

name = name + 110;

print(name);

COMP110



Statements & Expressions

Statements: instructions to the computer.     ;
Expressions: complicated statements.

To find out the ~true meaning~ of an expression you evaluate it

conditional statements 

(relational operators, logical operators) function calls

operators



Let’s get e x p r e s s i v e

let secretNumber = 4 * 7 - 3 + 2 * 9  

 43

OPERATORS

+     -     /     * let song = “thank u, ” + “jeff”;  

 “thank u, jeff”

let otherSong = 7 + “ rings”;

“7 rings”



Let’s get e x p r e s s i v e

RELATIONAL OPERATORS

<     >     <=     >=     ===

<

true!

“conditional statement”let myName = “Jules”;

print(myName === “San”);

X false X good with if!



Let’s get e x p r e s s i v e

FUNCTIONAL OPERATORS

&&     ||     !

~use with conditional statements~

!T
X false X

!F
true!

T && T
true!

T && F
X false X

F && F
X false X

T || T
true!

T || F
true!

F || F
X false X



Let’s get e x p r e s s i v e

FUNCTION CALLS

anyFunction();

***the function call becomes whatever that function returns***

let word = functionThatReturnsAString();

let measurement = functionThatReturnsANumber();

let test = functionThatReturnsABoolean();



Let’s get e x p r e s s i v e

w o m b o     c o m b o !

let areDogsGood = “yes, you fool, dogs are “ + repeatSoALot() + “ good!”;

if (iEatMeat && youAreVegan && myHeight < yourHeight) {

// we can’t be friends

}



While L       ps
Why use while loops? 

- While loops allow us to repeat some functionality over and over

While loop syntax…

while ( boolean expression ) {
...

}

Note: we need the boolean expression to be encapsulated by parenthesis and the inner 
functionality (the stuff we want to repeat) goes inside the curly braces!



While L       ps
What is a boolean expression?

- A boolean expression results in either TRUE or 
FALSE

let x: number = 10; 
while (x >= 0) {

print(“Countdown: “ + x);
}
print(“BLASTOFF!!!”);

let x: number = 10; 
while (x >= 0) {

print(“Countdown: “ + x);
x--;

}
print(“BLASTOFF!!!”);

REMEMBER: the boolean expression has to eventually evaluate 
to FALSE. Otherwise we’ll have an infinite loop!

Boolean expression

Decrement counter var



On your own...

Write a while loop that will print all the even numbers from 0-10, inclusive. 

Hint: Declare a variable named y. What should we initialize it to?
let y: number = 10;
while ( y >= 0) => {

if (y % 2 === 0) {
print(“Even num: “ + y);

}
y--;

}

let y: number = 0;
while ( y <= 10 ) => {

if (y % 2 === 0) {
print(“Even num: “ + y);

}
y++;

}



While L       ps
Let’s look at Kris’ challenge question from class again…

Write a function named prod that is given two numbers and returns the product 
of every number between those two numbers, inclusive of both numbers. 

For example: calling prod(2, 4) should return the result of 2*3*4.



let prod = (x: number, y:number): number => {

   let product = 1;

   while (x <= y) {

       product = product * x;

       x++;

   }

   return product;

};



HOT DATE TIIIIME

Get to know someone new! 

Introduce yourself and find out your new friend’s name, major and why they’re 
taking COMP110!

*** Try being gender inclusive! When introducing yourself, try “Hi my name is Brooke, I use She, 
Her, Hers. I’m a COMP Sci major with a Chinese minor etc...”!

COURSE CARE CHECK-IN CODE: 8467E



if...then...else

Why use if statements?
- If statements are useful if we want to only run certain code based on specific criteria

When do I use if statements?
- If a question asks you to print “Even” if a number is divisible by two
- When you are asked to do something or else do another thing or nothing

Syntax: if (boolean expression) {
...

} else if (boolean expression) {
...

} else {
...

}

if (boolean expression) {
...

} else {
...

}



There are many use cases for if then else!

if (x > 2) {
print(“Ok”);

}
print(“Here”);

if (x > 2) {
print(“Ok”);

} else {
print(“No”);

}
print(“Here”);

if (x > 2) {
print(“Ok”);

} else if (x % 2) {
print(“No”);

} else if (x % 3) {
print(“Wow”);

} else {
print(“Whew”);

}
print(“Here”);



Functions and Function Calls

Functions are subprograms that return a single value**. 

They take in arguments as parameters and return a value of a certain type. 

Think of them as a tool to carry out instructions that you define, allowing you to 
easily use that tool whenever you “call” it with its name. 



Function Definition

Function Name Parameter: type Return Type



Parameters and Arguments

Parameters are piece of 
information a function requires 
to run. Once given arguments, 
they become local variables 
within the function block. 

Arguments are the actual values 
provided to the function from 
the function call.

The argument is 100.

The parameter is c of type number.



THE RETURN STATEMENT*******

Recall that functions return only one value!

Functions will stop and return back to where they were called 
as soon as they hit their first return statement! 



1

2

3

4

5

6

Note: “Done!” is never printed!

Note 2: The value returned must 
match the return type of the function.



Scoping in Blocks of Statements

Recall: Variables defined inside a block exist only within that block!

Example: If statement blocks:
a only exists in that block!



Same thing with functions. 

Note: This makes makeAndReturnX pretty 
redundant. It doesn’t do anything but 
return the number that was inputted, 
giving us no functionality. 



One step further: An exercise

print1: 15

print2: 20

What would be printed??



TRICKY QUESTION HMMMM (Scoping)

Recall that parameters become local 
variables within the function’s scope. 

Furthermore, code in a block looks for 
variables within their scope first. 

Therefore, switcheroo is only swapping the 
local variables x and y (parameters), not the x 
and y variables in the main function. 



Environment diagram 
for last one

Pay attention to what is 
printed! X and y’s values 
are only switched in the 
switcheroo frame.  Main’s 
x and y (which we print) 
maintain their original 
values. 



Environment Diagrams! 

(jk lol)



Environment Diagrams fr

RULES

● New function call, new frame! (track return address a.k.a. line number)
● Primitive variables live in the frame/function in which they’re created
● Fill in return value when done



Un ejemplo 

What do we do first? 
- draw the stack!
- main frame
- & its variables 
- function call! (RA)
- parameters
- return value
- continue in code



Answer



What about this? 

This won’t work because 
the “one” variable doesn’t 
exist once the 
sentenceConstructor 
function returns! All that 
you get one the frame is 
complete is the return 
value, which goes to the 
return address. 



Another One



One more for fun



One more for fun Solution

The increment frames should be 
directly below the sentenceConstructor 
frame, it’s just oriented this way to best 
fit on the slide right now. Whenever you 
draw a new frame on the stack, it just 
goes right below your last frame. 



While L       ps: challenge
Write a function named gcf that takes in two number arguments. Given two numbers, your gcf 
function will calculate the largest divisor of the two numbers. For example…

gcf (2, 6); 2

gcf (0, 4); 4 

gcf (5, 7); 1

Hints:

1. Try creating a temp variable (I called mine min) to store 
the current GCF. What should we initialize our temp val to 
be?

2. Once we have our temp variable we want to keep 
checking if both args are divisible by min. If they both 
are then we found our gcf. 



let gcf = (x: number, y: number): number => {
   let min = 0;
   if (x > y || x === y) {
      min = y;
   } else {
      min = x;
   }

   while (x % min !== 0 || y % min !== 0 ) {                  
  min--;

   }
   return min;
};



Moral of the story: just start hitting your keyboard until something happens. 

let gcf = (x: number, y: number): number => {
   if (x % y === 0) {
       return y;
   } else if (y % x === 0) {
       return x;
   }

   let min = 0;
   if (x > y || x === y) {
       min = y;
   } else {
       min = x;
   }
 
   while (x % min !== 0 || y % min !== 0 ) {           
       if (min === 1) {
           return min;
       }

  min--;
   }
   return min;
};

Programmers

YOU



ASK ABOUT 
OUR 
TUTORING !

Not endorsed 
by 110 team :)


